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It appears that the number of folk
being hospitalised due to Covid is
dropping and, as I write this I’ve
just read that masks are no longer
mandatory, but to protect the
youngsters and the Team
Members, we’ll be wearing them
for the foreseeable future.
However, we hope and to pray that
we will be back to “normal”  soon.

The young people who have been
coming on the Bus have been 
 sensible about taking covid
precautions  and the Teams have
been sanitising  after each Stop.

Since our  re-start, the numbers of
young people visiting the Bus have
been variable, but we pray that, as
we get back into the swing,
numbers will steadily increase and
we will be able to build a good
rapport with returning young
people. We hope that they will feel
“at home” amongst us.

Since the repairs, which we had to
carry out at the end of last year, the
Bus has continued to run well,
however, there are signs that we
will have to replace it sooner than
we had hoped. There is evidence of
corrosion in the underframe and of
some “softening” of the timber
floors. 
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Time to start fundraising then.....!

We hope to be able to tell you
soon just how we will do this in a
way which glorifies our Father and
pays homage to His power. We
have had some good suggestions
from folk since I mentioned the
possibility of seeking a new Bus. 

Thank you for all your ideas, please
do keep them coming in – we are
all involved together in this Project
in one way or another, so if we all
work it through (along with huge
amounts of prayer) I’m confident
that we will “get there”!

Kev



When not out at the Schools themselves, Tony has been
preparing lessons, recording videos for use in the
schools that prefer not to engage with outside workers
and also working evenings at some of the Stops – and
driving the Bus!
In his “spare” time, Tony has been working on the
interior of the Bus (installing new games consoles, etc),
seeking out potential funders and applying,  sorting out
our financial affairs, preparing the quizzes that we use
with the young people on the Bus and also the videos
that go along with quizzes.
I understand that there are occasions when he gets to
spend some time with Lisa and the boys too!!
Thanks Tony - for all that you do for us!

Please have a look at the diary dates of when the Bus is
out over the coming month and if you can, we would
really appreciate it if you could pray for us when we’re at
the various Stops?
We always have someone up in the Prayer Room on the
Bus praying for the Teams and the young people when
we are at a Stop (it’s our major rule), but extra prayer
from yourselves is – I believe – invaluable, so many
thanks in advance for your prayers.

Next month – Find out what our  drivers have to do to
ensure that the Bus gets safely to each Stop and then
back to the storage yard and to get more of an idea of
what is required to drive a big purple double decker
bus………
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Schools Update
We started the year with a huge encouragement. We
heard that the Slavanka Trust, for the second time, have
awarded roadHoG a grant of £5000 for development of
our schools’ work. It was confirmation that the Lord wants
us to continue in this area of ministry. Thank you to those
who have been praying for our continuation.

Out of the 13 schools we have worked in, we now have
bookings from 7 of these schools, which is a real
encouragement coming out of 2020/21. December and
January are usually quieter months for schools work
anyway, simply because they are busy times of the year
for schools and its cold! But we had quite a busy time at
the beginning of December visiting Staniland Academy,
Park Academy and St Nicholas Academy.

I’m pleased to report that all the lessons went really well.
All the year 6 pupils loved coming on board and I don’t
think I have used as much antibac spray and kitchen
towel in all my life to clean the bus down in-between
classes. Hard work, but necessary if we are to continue
our good track record of keeping the bus covid-free. Even
more so as the world tries to contain Omicron.

I miss singing with the year 6’s, however, I really enjoy
seeing young people, who would normally struggle with
their behaviour, but in a new learning environment,
getting into the games and engaging with the three
learning objectives of each lesson.
Our schools work not only gives us a chance to support
local schools, but also works hand in hand with local
churches as they seek to connect with the next
generation by proving a safe place and an authentic
experience of Christian care on the streets.

Tony
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